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Abstract: The mathematical description of the motion of particles of grain mixture in the chamber, air separator gravity under the action of 
a pulsating flow of air of variable speed. An trajectory of particles of different sizes. The resulting equations of motion of particles under the 
action of a pulsating flow of air to determine the dependence of the velocity of material in grain liquefied air layer of material on a number 
of factors: the geometric parameters of sieve openings, the angle of presentation, initial the kinematic mode material index kinematic mode 
sieves and sails share ratio. Theoretically reasonable technological possibilities of the proposed method of separation of grain by the action 
of air flow and impact on established technological performance parameters: air speed factor with regard to living sectional thickness of 
material entering the channel. 
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PULSATING AIR FLOW, WIND FACTOR. 

1. Introduction 
 

Air separation (separation and purification of grain mass) is 
one of the most common methods of postharvest processing of grain 
mixtures of different cultures. To implement an air separation using 
pnevmoseparatory those have a simple design and compact and 
reliable operation. Existing structures pneumatic of the separation 
job of separating the grain mixture aerodynamic properties of the 
particles only into two main fractions: heavy and light. Seeds that 
have high critical rate - has the best biological properties. It is 
therefore advisable to use air flow to separate seed into several 
factions. 

 
2. Preconditions and means for resolving the 

problem  
 
Because they are used for clearing of small impurities, or for 

re-division of the size or density, when introduced material in the 
air flow equal density particles are separated by size or same size by 
density. Thus there is a stable relationship between the critical 
velocity and their biological properties [1, 10, 11]. Seeds that have 
high critical rate - has the best biological properties. It is therefore 
advisable to use air flow to separate seed into several factions. The 
emergence of new structures air separators [4, 5, 6] with the lower 
zone of separation and discharge of certain factions allows manner 
of separating by trajectories [2, 3, 7, 8] and pneumatic gravity 
canals seed treatment machines is a promising area of improvement. 

Review of existing technologies and facilities for grain material 
separation air flow and analysis of the results of their research [9, 
12, 13] revealed the following. Vertical pnevmo sifter used for grain 
processing enterprises are usually separates two fractional material 
as a mixture of [14 ,15, 16] the difference of the resistance of air 
environment different factions grain material. To separate grain 
mixture into several factions in the air stream used inclined pnevmo 
chanel[17, 18, 19] and principles pnevmo insertion separated by 
stuffing the grain mass in the cylinder primary suction or airflow. 
Separation occurs as a result of the difference in air resistance 
components of the grain mixture (mass), cast with a fairly large 
initial velocity. 

Found that the most influential technological efficiency 
separation on [19, 20] factors are: the aerodynamic properties of the 
material and unit load on air channels; air flow characteristics and 
geometry of the channel; provided input grain mixture in an air 
stream. But as the experience of the operation [20, 21] defining 
characteristics pneumatic separating system is the speed and angle 
of feed grain material in the channel (air flow) and parameters 
distribution element. 

Improving the quality of grain separation materials in vertical 
air channels can be achieved by improving the way in feed grains 
and airflow optimization of the flow. The most effective [14, 17, 
19] presentation of the material with a thin layer. To realize such a 

filing by use of rotary and rotary surfaces (cone, sphere, paraboloid) 
whose external surface area increases when removed from the top. 
In the process of movement on such a surface thickness of the grain 
decreases in airflow may enter individual grains. 

In the literature are divergent data on parameters input material 
in the channel - the angle at which the material is introduced in the 
channel and speed α0 υ0: 0 ° -10 °, 0,2-0,5 m / s  [5, 6 ]; 0 °, 0,7 m / 
s [ 11 ]; 0 ° -10 °, 0,2-0,8 m / s [ 14 ]; since these parameters, 
according to experimental data, significantly affect the process of 
separating the criterion deflection trajectories of particles of 
material as the top (with respect to the input) and the lower zone of 
the channel, it is appropriate, based on a single methodological 
approach to identify the impact of primary traffic conditions and 
particle separation treatment on the quality of separation. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 

 
Sort grain mixes air flow is known to be based on the ability of 

individual particles do different opposition air environment at their 
relative motion, depending on the physical properties. In practice, 
air separation to characterize the properties of a complex indicator - 
the coefficient of sails (wind conductivity) having a dimension and 
is determined from the expression: 

 

,   
 

 - dimensionless drag coefficient is a function of the 
Reynolds criterion;  – air density; ,  – mass and cross 
section area Midelevoho particles;  – speed congratulations 
class of particles. 

As a simulation model of the separation process commonly 
used in the art knowledge [20] differential equations of motion of a 
particle in a medium with (Nyutonovskym) resistance: 

 

, 

, 
 

υ - air speed in the channel, m / s; 
v0 - velocity when entering the stream, m / s; 
α0 - angle velocity particle stream at the entrance to hail; 
y, x - coordinates of a particle, m; 
τ - time, s; g - acceleration of gravity, m/s2; 
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Define the concept of separation efficiency and separation 
sharpness. If separation of cereal seeds main task exception process 
or ingress "substandard factions" (a light, broken, empty, etc.) In 
selected seed. Therefore, the definition of separation could take a 
percentage of the number of substandard products in the selected 
seeds: 

 

 
 

 - number of selected seeds and the number of 
substandard grain selected fractions, kg. 

 
To determine rational values of speed and angle of presentation 

in the channel and air channel in the magnitude of the differences 

and trajectories criterion of efficiency, a series of numerical 
experiments with such variables angle input material. 

According to the results of numerical simulations to plan three 
factorial experiment received adequate mathematical model 
regression process of separating binary mixtures of grain by weight 
and speed greetings (m1 = 0,04 • 10-3 kg; vvyt.1 = 7.9 m / s ; m2 = 
0,025 • 10-3 kg; vvyt.2 = 6.2 m / s): 

 

 
 

  
According to the mathematical regression models constructed 

response surface (Fig. 1). 
 

 

    
а        b 

Fig. 1. Surfaces response deviation trajectory factions in the 
 place of unloading Δx (a) and the criterion of efficiency ε (b): airflow speed 1 – υ = 5,5 m / s; 2 – υ = 5,0 m / s; 3 – υ = 4,5 m / s; 

 
 

The effect of increasing the difference in the trajectories of 
output channel is increased by increasing the feed rate of particles 
in the air flow to the values of 0.5-0.6 m / s air velocity close to the 
speed of light fraction greetings at an angle of 40 ° -50 °. 

The speed of air in the channel in the specified range has little 
effect on the value of the maximum deviation of the trajectory. For 
channel radius R = 0.2 m value Δx = 0,08 m, x2 = 0.2 m and to 
channel radius R = 0,1 m: Δx = 0,05 m, x2 = 0,09 m, respectively 
equal performance criteria ε1 = 0,4 and ε2 = 0,55. 

Analysis of the studies revealed major shortcomings and areas 
for improvement process separation grain materials. Implement the 
required parameters of presentation of the existing air flow conical 
distributor [20] is not possible. Therefore, to ensure speed east in a 
wide range of change (0,4-0,9 m / s) at the corners - 10-80 ° 
appropriate to apply the distributors in the form of rotating surfaces 
where generators has the form of variable radius curve. As the 
velocity of the particles along the bearing surface in the area of East 
depends on the initial velocity, the latter can be used as a control 
parameter. 

Increase airflow (close to the size of the removal of light 
particles) have a positive impact on increased efficiency by dividing 
a deviation trajectories within 4,5-6 m / s almost no effect on the 
"theoretical" value deviations. But the actual process of separation 
flux of different sails with increasing air velocity on particles begin 
to act, the forces that arise due to asymmetrical flow of particles 
(irregular) - Forces [21] of the "forces of Zhukovsky," rejecting the 
particle in a random direction, which reduces efficiency division. 

To avoid this negative phenomenon advisable to increase the speed 
zone (input material in the channel), and the bottom of the channel 
air speed reduced. You can use such a conical annular channel [21]. 

As the speed of air flow in the direction of the material 
linearly: 

 
 

 
 - air velocity, m / s; υm - air velocity at the beginning of a 

particle, m / s; a - speed reduction ratio. 
Deviations trajectory in the zone of intense separation is much 

steeper trajectory and the value of splitting this increases, increasing 
the efficiency of separation. 

Fig. 2. shows the trajectory of particles of grain material at a 
constant height channel airflow and at a linear speed reduction 
along the stream. 

 
4. Conclusions 

 
The analysis of theoretical studies established the possibility of 

increasing the efficiency of separation grain materials on 
aerodynamic characteristics and the proportion of particles through 
intensification and increased efficiency in the separation of the grain 
mixture application for division of air flow in passive sieve mixes. 
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Fig. 2. Trajectory factions at a constant airflow (a) and linear decrease airflow height (b): 
1 – light fraction υvit = 11.8 m / s; 2 – heavy fraction υvit = 12.1 m / s; 
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